In continuous wave ultrasonic Doppler tomography (DT), the ultrasonic beam moves relative to the scanned object to acquire Doppler-shifted frequency spectra which correspond to crossrange projections of the scattering and reflecting structures within the object. The relative motion can be circular or linear. These data are then backprojected to reconstruct the two-dimensional image of the object cross section. By using coherent processing, the spatial resolution of ultrasonic DT is close to an order of magnitude better than that of traditional pulse-echo imaging at the same ultrasound frequency.
INTRODUCTION
Contemporary biomedical ultrasonic imaging is usually based on the pulse-echo method [1] . The principle is that the distance along an ultrasonic beam between a transducer and a reflective target can be calculated from the time delay between the transmission of an ultrasonic pulse and the reception of its echo, assuming that the propagation speed in the intervening medium is known. If the distance between two targets is less than the pulse length, they cannot be discriminated; therefore, the shorter the pulse, the better the spatial resolution. The wavelength of the ultrasound (US; about 1 mm in water and tissue at a frequency of 1.5 MHz, and proportionately less at higher frequencies) fundamentally determines the spatial resolution. Because the attenuation of US in tissue increases with the ultrasonic frequency, however, the improvement in the spatial resolution at any given penetration which can be obtained simply by increasing the frequency is limited by noise. The contrast resolution depends on differences in the reflectivities or scattering powers of the tissues and on the dynamic range of the imaging system. Considering the pulse-echo principle, it is natural to think that continuous wave (CW) US is not suitable for imaging owing to its long (or its, effectively, infinitely long) pulse duration [2] . Thus, the Doppler phenomenon associated with CW has generally been limited to the detection of movement of tissue, such as blood flow [3] .
However, it is possible to apply CW to generate US images using a special case of the Doppler phenomenon that is caused by relative movement between the target and the probe. This US imaging modality is termed the 'Doppler tomography' (DT) method [4] ; it should not be confused with another class of tomography method called ultrasonic computed tomography (UCT) [5, 6] , which uses pulse (transmission mode) or pulse-echo (reflection mode) US.
In ultrasonic DT, the tissue to be imaged is moved with respect to an ultrasonic beam and reflecting and scattering targets within the tissue return echoes that are correspondingly Doppler-shifted in frequency. A tomographic method has been used to detect the existence of flowing fluid in a phantom (a physical model simulating relevant anatomical features); however, neither the phantom nor the transducer was moved to cause the Doppler effect and, therefore, only the fluid flow was detected [7] . Ultrasonic imaging using the Doppler effect caused by a linearly moving transducer has also been demonstrated [8] . The idea of rotating the targets to cause the ultrasonic Doppler effect for spatial imaging was first proposed more than 30 years ago [9] , but was not realized until we constructed a system for incoherent CW ultrasonic DT [4, [10] [11] [12] . Thus, this is different from the established method of Doppler imaging in which the Doppler effect is caused by physiological movement of the blood or tissues. This review describes the principles of CW ultrasonic DT imaging and presents some experimental results.
CIRCULAR MOTION DOPPLER TOMOGRAPHY

Basic principles
The phenomenon of the Doppler effect caused by a rotating object was first used in radar or microwave imaging [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Considering the scanning geometry illustrated in figure 1 , when an object rotates within the CW beam of a stationary ultrasonic transducer, the scattering centres within the object return echoes that are Doppler-shifted in frequency by amounts depending on the velocities of the individual scatterers. At any given instant, the scatterers that lie on a line of constant cross-range (i.e. the length of the perpendicular from the ray passing through the centre of rotation to the scatterers) all have the same effective velocity in the direction pointing towards to the transducer. Having the same velocity, the scatterers that lie on a line of constant cross-range all reradiate the same Doppler-shifted frequency towards the receiving transducer. The amplitude of the received signal at that frequency yields the line integral of the scattered radiation at that cross-range. By extracting the amplitudes of all the frequencies, the line integrals are obtained for all the scatterers at their corresponding cross-ranges. The ensemble of integral data can be interpreted as a projection. While the object continuously rotates to a new angle, another projection is measured. It is clear that projections obtained by the Doppler effect caused by a rotating object resemble those used in X-ray computed tomography (CT), in which projections are obtained by passing a set of narrow X-ray beams through the object and detecting their intensities using an array of sensors positioned at the opposite side [18] .
Incoherent processing
In practice, it is required that the data obtained with one half-revolution of the object are divided into a number of windows (with or without overlap) and the frequency spectrum of each window is used as the line projection data, as required for backprojection. In other words, the number of data points in the frequency spectrum (i.e. the window length) defines the number of rays (in CT terms). For each projection, if only the amplitude of the frequency spectrum is used, the method is considered to be incoherent processing [19] . Assuming identical resolution in radial and circumferential directions, the spatial resolution D can be derived [4] ,
ð2:1Þ where R is the object size and l is the wavelength. A spatial resolution of about four wavelengths was achieved with incoherent imaging on an object with diameter of 8 mm using 10 MHz US [4] . The resolution is determined by the compromise between the frequency resolution and the rotation speed. Although increasing the rotation speed increases the Doppler frequency shift (leading to better radial resolution), the information gathered is in a wider angle and this decreases the circumferential resolution.
Coherent processing
In contrast to the incoherent processing method described above, higher spatial resolution can be achieved by incorporating inphase/quadrature (I/Q) sampling data acquisition and using coherent processing [19, 20] .
Consider the two-dimensional geometry with global coordinates on the (u, v) plane, as illustrated in figure 1 , where an object with local coordinates on the (x, y) plane is rotating around an axis orthogonal to the plane with uniform angular velocity centred at (0, 0). A probe is located at a distance away from the centre of rotation and uniformly insonates the object with CW US. Here, we assume that the US beam is infinitesimally thin; therefore, out-of-plane reflections are ignored. In practice, it is an integral along the z-axis. The centre of the rotation does not translate or move during acquisition. With g(x, y) representing the reflectivity function of the object, as Doppler-shifted data are acquired continuously for one cycle of rotation from different object aspect angles Q, the received I/Q signal S(Q) can be expressed as a continuous function of the target reflectivity [20, 21] ,
where Q ¼ vt and v is the angular velocity. If we let
2) can be rewritten as
gðx; yÞ exp½j2pðf x x þ f y yÞ dx dy:
ð2:4Þ
It can be seen that S(f x , f y ) is the two-dimensional Fourier transform of g(x, y), Therefore, the inverse Fourier transform of S(f x , f y ) gives the predicted imageĝðx; yÞon a Cartesian raster,
ð2:5Þ 2.3.1. Spatial resolution. By considering the polar coordinates system (r, Q), the impulse response can be obtained in the spatial domain with polar coordinate (r, u) [19] ,
ð2:6Þ
where J 0 ( . ) is the zero-order Bessel function of the first kind. The meaning of the impulse response (i.e. the pointspread function; PSF) h(r, u) is that the PSF is the image of an ideal point scatterer with infinitely small size. The PSF exhibits radial symmetry (figures 2 and 3). In this case, it is imaged as a main lobe surrounded by monotonically decreasing circular side lobes. The imaging system is linear and spatially shift-invariant under the assumption that the size of the target is much smaller than its distance from the probe. The form of the response is uniform throughout the object space. The image response to multiple point objects is the superposition of the PSFs, weighted by their amplitudes and shifted to the positions of the individual scatterers.
According to figures 2 and 3, the distance between the peak of the main lobe and the first zero is 0.19l. The peak of the first side lobe is 0.3l away from that of the main lobe. The amplitude is 8 dB below that of the main lobe.
The side lobes can be suppressed if multiple frequencies (or wavelengths) are used. In this approach, the position of the peak of the main lobe remains the same, while the positions of the side lobes change according to the wavelength. The summation of the PSFs at various wavelengths results in lowered side lobes. However, the multiple frequency approach would reduce the frame rate of the imaging. The other approach is to position the transmitter and receiver at different locations so as passively to achieve the change of the carrier frequency [22] .
According to the PSF, the full-width half-maximum (FWHM) spatial resolution of circular coherent DT is about 0.24l, implying that two points can be seen separated from each other if they are 0.24l away from each other. However, if the side-lobe amplitudes are too high, they will not be separable. Figure 4 shows an example in which one scatterer is simulated at the centre of rotation (i.e. at r 1 ¼ 0) and a second scatterer is simulated at r 2 ¼ 0.2l, 0.38l and 0.6l away from the first scatterer. A target can be detected in the centre of rotation even there is no Doppler shift there. If we receive reflection from a transmission and there is no Doppler shift, there must be a target in the centre of rotation. The plots show that, at 0.2l, the scatterers are combined. From 0.38l onwards, the two scatterers are separated with main lobes stronger than those of the first side lobes. The reason for the high resolution achieved with coherent DT is that coherently processing (summing) the data acquired through the whole revolution can be regarded as synthesizing a physical aperture which is circular. In US and microwave imaging, the larger the aperture, the better the spatial resolution.
2.3.2. Image reconstruction 2.3.2.1. Cartesian coordinates. As described earlier (and see equation (2.5)), the reconstruction of the coherent DT image is based on the two-dimensional Fourier transform, which maps points in data space on a Cartesian raster to points in the frequency domain and also on a Cartesian raster. However, the measured points are on a polar raster (i.e. S(Q)) and, therefore, they are not compatible with the required input to the digital algorithm for twodimensional Fourier transformation. Consequently, the question is how to make S(Q) ! S(f x , f y ). One possible solution is to interpolate from the one-dimensional measured points in the polar raster to the sample needed for the two-dimensional Cartesian raster. A two-dimensional Fourier transform is then performed to get an estimate of the object reflectivity on a rectangular raster. With this approach, the quality of the final image is very dependent upon the method of twodimensional interpolation: the higher the order of the interpolation, the better the image quality. However, using high-order interpolation significantly adds to the computational complexity and to the total time required for reconstructing the image.
Polar coordinates.
Alternatively, interpolation can be bypassed and the potential error owing to interpolation is avoided if the required inverse Fourier transformation is performed on a polar raster [20] . The predicted image becomeŝ where S(Q) is the observed data. It can be seen that equation (2.7) is a periodic convolution, which can be computed using a fast convolution algorithm. The tomographic image is reconstructed by repeating the periodic convolution for each radius increment Dr.
Experimental results.
Experiments were conducted using a prototype two-dimensional DT scanner with a small rotating object ( phantom) insonated by CW US in water [23] . A 9.79 MHz US probe (made in our laboratory in the 1970s) was positioned just under the water surface, 150 mm away from and directly facing the phantom. The probe was driven by a Doppler instrument [4] , which also amplified and demodulated the returned signals. The I/Q signals were sampled by the sound card of a PC (16-bit resolution, 44.1 kHz sampling rate, two channels). The phantom was rotated at a preselected constant angular speed, so that the samples that were obtained from the sound card were the angular samples needed for coherent DT. Various phantoms were used to test the coherent DT system. The first was a single needle phantom. The needle was 0.5 mm in diameter and 40 mm long. About 35 mm of the needle was immersed into the water. The needle was 5 mm away from the centre of rotation and the distance between the probe and the phantom was about 150 mm. The experiment was conducted such that data were recorded with rotation speeds ranging from 0.5 to 25 rotations per second (r.p.s.). The maximum Doppler frequency at 25 r.p.s. was less than 11 kHz, so the 44.1 kHz sampling rate was sufficient. Figure 5 is a selection of reconstructed coherent DT images. The images with slow speeds of rotation (i.e. from 0.5 r.p.s.) are more fuzzy near the target area and are thus unable to provide a good indication of target position because, when the phantom was rotated at slow speed, it could not generate a sufficient dynamic range of Doppler shift frequencies for detection, owing to the frequency response of the equipment. However, better results were achieved when the rotation speed was increased to 2 r.p.s. and beyond. Figure 6 shows the corresponding images, before and after thresholding at 50 per cent maximum.
The second phantom consisted of eight 0.05 mm diameter copper wires; four copper wires were about 13 mm away from the centre of rotation and the other four were about 7 mm away from the centre of rotation. All the copper wires and the axis of rotation were orthogonal to the water surface. Figure 7 shows the coherent DT image of the wire phantom rotated at 0.5 r.p.s. 2 r.p.s. It can be seen that the distances between the wires and the dimensions of the reconstructed image were virtually the same as those of the actual phantom.
LINEAR DOPPLER TOMOGRAPHY
An alternative approach to either rotating the object or rotating the probe around the object to cause the Doppler effect for imaging is to translate the probe in a linear motion to get a similar effect [8] . An US transducer is moved along a straight line with constant velocity (v), sending out a single frequency (f 0 ) sinusoidal plane wave tone burst encompassing the whole object ( figure 8 ). The received US signal will have frequency shift corresponding to the direction angle. The amplitude of a given frequency shift is the sum of all the reflected waves from along the line at the corresponding angle. The frequency spectrum can be interpreted as the projection of the reflectivity along the line at that angle. At another transducer position with different direction angle, another projection can be obtained, and so on. An image of the targets can then be reconstructed by backprojection. Just as with the incoherent processing method described in the circular motion mode, the period of time used to receive the signal is important. If it is too short, the frequency spectrum cannot be determined precisely. If it is too long, the transducer will travel a long distance, thus changing the scattering angle. The optimum length for the period of receiving the signal has been shown [8] to be
ð3:1Þ
where c is the speed of sound and u t and r t are the direction angle and the distance between the transducer and the object, respectively. The x and y directions of the imaging resolution depend on the velocity and position of the transducer and The definition of u L can be found in figure 8 . If both the amplitude and the phase are retained and backprojection is applied coherently, the resolution is
and the resolution in the x direction is the same as that in the y direction. Using reported parameters [8] 
7 mm, and, in the coherent case, Dy r ¼ 0.2 mm, which is around 0.45 wavelength. The high resolution of coherent imaging is due to the synthesis of a large aperture by coherently processing the data from various locations. The reported experimental results confirmed the high resolution of the coherent imaging method, but with apparent high side lobes [8] . In that experiment, the US frequency was 3.4 MHz, the period of the sinusoidal tone burst signal was 58 ms and the transducer movement speed was 110 mm s -1 . As the duration of the tone burst was so long compared with that of the period of the US, the signal can be regarded as CW.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
DT uses CW US and, as a result, it is a narrow-bandwidth and high-sensitivity technique because the ultrasonic and electrical signals are confined to a very small range of frequencies. This permits the use of low-noise electronics and transducers that have a low insertion loss, i.e. little energy is lost during the conversion from electrical signal to mechanical vibration and vice versa. The effective penetration is also deeper than conventional pulse-echo B-scan owing to the high efficiency of the CW probe.
Although continuous emission greatly simplifies the design and construction of the electronic system, it prevents the emitting piezoelectric transducer from also being used to detect the scattered US waves, because the dynamic range is too great. Therefore, a separate piezoelectric transducer is needed for reception and this is usually incorporated into the same probe. The transmitter and receiver should point to the same direction. However, in practice, they are at a small angle and only part of the US beam is coincident. This should be taken into account during image reconstruction.
It has been proposed [24] to replace the FT-based frequency spectrum analysis with (Morlet) wavelet-based frequency analysis in microwave Doppler imaging. The recorded one-dimensional signal is wavelet-transformed to obtain the temporal frequency variation at different aspect angles. Then, a two-dimensional image can be reconstructed by backprojecting (integrating) the aspect-Doppler diagram.
In the circular DT, as some time is required for the probe to rotate around tissue, there will be some movements by the patient even when breath-holding. The centre of rotation could also change owing to the movements. Motion compensation should be investigated when this technology is to be developed clinically. Image blurring and clarity will strongly depend on the accuracy of motion compensation.
In practical patient scanning, the targets will probably need to be in the near field of the US beam, where the beam profile is non-uniform, and this will degrade the image. This degradation will probably need to be ameliorated, for example by beam profile compensation, aperture apodization and beam-sweeping. For biological sites with bone or gas, there will be strong reflections and the targets beyond the bone or gas will contribute less to the spectra of Doppler shift. However, these targets will contribute more when the US probe rotates to other positions where the US beams are not blocked by bone or gas. It could still be possible to obtain reasonable images. This resembles compound US scanning, where bone or gas pose a lesser problem than in conventional B-mode scanning.
DT is different from conventional UCT in that DT uses CW while UCT uses pulsed US. There are two types of UCT: transmission [25] and reflection [26] . The former is used to determine the attenuation and speed of sound in tissues. The latter is used to detect the reflectivity of targets. DT only detects reflectivity. It also needs relative motion between probe and tissue while UCT does not.
The development of DT is still in its early stages. There has been little application of DT in biological tissues apart from the work done by Liang et al. [12] . A threedimensional image of bovine coccygeal intervertebral discs was reconstructed from 34 separate two-dimensional slices acquired from different positions along the rotation axis ( figure 9 ). The annular structure of the disc can be clearly seen. The vertebra can also be seen.
In medical imaging, three-dimensional images can provide extra information that cannot be revealed by two-dimensional images. Often, three-dimensional images are formed by stacking parallel two-dimensional images in a volumetric dataset. Three-dimensional DT images can be created by translating the probe along the direction of the axis of rotation [12] . An alternative is first to rotate the probe around the rotation axis of the target and then to move the probe in a plane containing the rotation axis of the target but at an angle to it. The probe mounting will need to be designed to allow up to 908 adjustment relative to the rotation axis, so that the US beam can look at the targets at various (insonation) angles. Thus, the backscattered fields will be acquired as a function of three parameters: CW frequency, azimuth position of the rotating platform and insonation angle. Three-dimensional reconstruction will then be possible [27, 28] .
Much work remains to be done before DT will be developed to a stage suitable for clinical evaluation. This includes motion compensation, near-field US beam formation, side-lobe suppression, speckle reduction and attenuation compensation. It is already apparent that the technique has the potential to achieve a spatial resolution substantially better than that which can be obtained with traditional pulse-echo imaging at the same ultrasonic frequency. The potential applications could include breast imaging for cancer detection.
